High-throughput sequence analysis reveals structural diversity and improved potency among RNA inhibitors of HIV reverse transcriptase
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ABSTRACT

Systematic evolution of ligands through exponential enrichment (SELEX) is a well-established method for generating nucleic acid populations that are enriched for specified functions. High-throughput sequencing (HTS) enhances the power of comparative sequence analysis to reveal details of how RNAs within these populations recognize their targets. We used HTS analysis to evaluate RNA populations selected to bind type I human immunodeficiency virus reverse transcriptase (RT). The populations are enriched in RNAs of independent lineages that converge on shared motifs and in clusters of RNAs with nearly identical sequences that share common ancestry. Both of these features informed inferences of the secondary structures of enriched RNAs, their minimal structural requirements and their stabilities in RT-aptamer complexes. Monitoring population dynamics in response to increasing selection pressure revealed RNA inhibitors of RT that are more potent than the previously identified pseudoknots. Improved potency was observed for inhibition of both purified RT in enzymatic assays and viral replication in cell-based assays. Structural and functional details of converged motifs that are obscured by simple consensus descriptions are also revealed by the HTS analysis. The approach presented here can readily be generalized for the efficient and systematic post-SELEX development of aptamers for down-stream applications.

INTRODUCTION

The indispensable role of reverse transcriptase (RT) in the replication of type I human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) and the appearance of drug-resistant virus motivate efforts to identify new RT inhibitors. Systematic evolution of ligands through exponential enrichment (SELEX) experiments have identified RNA and DNA aptamers that bind multiple epitopes of RT with a range of affinities and specificities in assays with purified enzyme (1–16). Among those aptamers, pseudoknot RNAs have received considerable attention and have been shown to bind HIV-1 RT with nanomolar affinity (1,2,16), to block all the major enzymatic steps catalyzed by RT (8) and to inhibit HIV replication in cell culture (16–18). Thus, aptamers that bind RT are promising reagents for use as therapeutics, diagnostics and research tools.

SELEX identifies aptamers by subjecting a diverse nucleic acid library to iterative cycles of enrichment and amplification. After several cycles, the population is typically evaluated by sequencing a few dozen members of the enriched population. Occasionally, a single sequence dominates the selected population, but more often there is only limited repeat sampling of individual sequences, indicating extensive untapped diversity (1–7,19–22). The abundance of sequences in the final populations derived from SELEX experiments reflects both the composition of the starting pool and all aspects of the intervening selection process, such as affinity for the molecular-binding target, non-specific nucleic acid binding to the target, ionic strength, temperature, the efficiency of the partitioning method(s) used and biases imposed by transcription, reverse transcription and polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification. The interplay of these multi-faceted
selection pressures and the composition of the initial pool make interpreting SELEX output in terms of the desired phenotype non-trivial. Extensive validation and optimization of aptamers are often required (23).

High-throughput sequencing (HTS) provides an opportunity to describe SELEX populations more completely, leading to deeper structural insight, the identification of rare motifs and the ability to make functional inferences based on detailed comparisons between closely related populations. Initial efforts to evaluate differences between related aptamer populations using HTS have yielded promising results (24–27). In those efforts, it was the capacity of HTS to identify changes in sequence abundance between successive rounds of SELEX or between the starting pool and the single round of selection, which identified sequences too rare to be identified through cloning-based, low-throughput sequencing (LTS). Here, we applied additional levels of analysis that have not been exploited in prior HTS analysis of aptamer populations (24–27), including structural inferences based on the divergent cloud of mutations within individual lineages, identifying convergence on specific structural motifs and evaluation of the relative fitness among and within these structural motifs.

Transforming the large amount of HTS data into digestible descriptions of SELEX populations requires the development of specific computational tools, some examples of which have already been developed for evaluating changes in sequence abundance (24, 25, 28). In this work, we integrate multiple comparative sequence analysis tools (29–32) into an HTS analysis pipeline that identifies the functional structures present in multiple SELEX populations and reveals details about the structural motifs generally derived from follow-up post-selection analysis. The resulting high-resolution view of multiple SELEX populations illuminates the nature of nucleic acid recognition and streamlines the process of post-SELEX validation, prioritization and optimization, demonstrating the capacity of HTS analysis to accelerate this rate-limiting step in the development of aptamers for therapeutic, diagnostic and research purposes in general. In addition, for the RT-binding populations analyzed here, this high-resolution view identified the ‘(6/5)AL’ motif, which inhibits RT enzymatic activity and HIV replication more potently than previously identified RNA pseudoknots (1, 2, 16–18), and simultaneously provided a detailed description of the sequence requirements of this new structural element.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RT expression and purification, in vitro transcription and plasmids

RT from HIV-1 strain HXB2 was expressed in Escherichia coli strain BL21(DE3) and purified as previously described (15). Individual aptamers were transcribed in vitro from either fully or partially double-stranded DNA templates with a T7 promoter by incubation in buffer (50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 30 mM MgCl2, 2 mM spermidine, 40 mM DTT) with 4 mM of each NTP and T7 RNA polymerase for 12–18 h at 37°C. Transcripts were then purified using denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). All full-length aptamers share the same 5’ and 3’ constant sequences for amplification that flank the ~70 nt random region; the 5’ sequence is 5’-GGGAAAG CGAAUAACAGACAAGA and the 3’ sequence is GGG CAUAAGGAUAUUAAUUCCAUA-3’. For the five representative full-length sequences identified in this work, the 70 nt sequences between these two constant regions are as follows: 240.1.1: ACGUUGUCGAAAGC CUAUGCAAAUAAGGACUGUCGACGAAACCU UGCGUAGACUCGGCAGCUUGUGU, 240.3.1: A AGUCGUGUAUGAAUUGUCGAGCUAAUUGAUUCCAUA CCGAAAGGCAGGGGAUAACUCUGUAUGGAGU GCAAU, 240.5.1: CGAGACAAGUACCGAAAG AGAUCUGGCAGUGUCAACACCAGAAAGA CACGACGAACACCGCGCACA, 240.88.1: CAUUGAC CAAAAGGGUCAUGGUGGUGUAGAUUGCA CCCAUGACUGAGCUACUGCAGCAAUUCCACCCAC and 240.94.1: UUCGUAGCAUUGGGAACAAAGAA AUCACGCGCAAGGGCCCAUAGCGCAAUUGGUCG AUGGGUGGAACCAC. DNA oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc (Coralville, IA). The aptamer-expressing plasmid used in viral inhibition assays is driven by a human cytomegalovirus (CMV) immediate early promoter and contains the full-length aptamer flanked by two catalytically inactivated hammerhead ribozymes (18). The HIV-1NL4-3-derived CMV-enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) plasmid (pNL4-3-CMV-EGFP) used in single-cycle infectivity assays was kindly provided by Vineet KewalRamani (National Cancer Institute, Fredrick, MD). This proviral vector lacks the genes encoding vif, vpr, vpu, nef and env and has a CMV immediate early promoter-driven EGFP in place of nef. The vesicular stomatitis virus glycoprotein-expressing plasmid (pMD-G) used for viral pseudotyping was obtained from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA).

Competitive SELEX

The additional round of competitive SELEX was performed by PCR amplifying the dsDNA product from the 14th round of SELEX followed by transcription. Approximately 2 pmol of RNA pool spiked with trace [32P]-5’ end-labeled RNA was pre-incubated in 45 μl binding buffer (150 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2 and 50 mM Tris–HCl pH 7.5) with a 1 cm × 3 cm strip of nitrocellulose and vortexed briefly, then a 3.3 μl aliquot of the sample was passed through a nitrocellulose filter under vacuum (NoRT). Nitrocellulose filters were pre-wet with buffer and washed with 1 ml buffer immediately before and after adding sample to the filter. To the remaining sample, 2 pmol of RT was added along with 250 ng of bovine serum albumin. The RNA–protein mixture was incubated at 23°C for 10 min, after which a 3.3 μl aliquot was passed through a nitrocellulose filter. Then the sample was diluted into a total volume of 200 μl of the same buffer containing the DNA aptamer RT at a final concentration of 2 μM. Twenty microliter aliquots of diluted sample were passed through nitrocellulose filters.
Sequences were quality filtered down to DNA-dependent DNA polymerization inhibition assays named ‘pre.1.2’. The second most abundant sequence within that cluster is that belonging to the most abundant cluster and is the sequence that is from the pre-enriched population (pre). The rank order of the cluster to which they belong and sequences identified by the population to which they belong, we applied a nomenclature based on clustering, with sequences modified from depictions generated using R2R (32). Consensus secondary structures in Figure 3 were identified in CPAN (Bio::App::SELEX::RNAmotifAnalysis). To converge structures (Supplementary Text). Multigauge software (Fujifilm) and then normalized and plotted in Igor (WaveMetrics).

Single-cycle infectivity assays

Cell culture, virus production and evaluation of viral infectivity were carried out as previously described (18) (Supplementary Text). Single-cycle infectivity assays using aptamer-expressing plasmids, pNL4-3-CMV-GFP and pMD-G, were performed by transfecting 293FT cells with polyethyleneimine (PEI) in six-well cell culture dishes. All transfections were performed on cells plated the previous day (~50% confluence) using PEI at 3 μl per microgram of DNA, as previously described (18). Aptamer-expressing plasmids were transfected first (1 μg), followed 4 h later by a mixture of pNL4-3-CMV-GFP (250 ng) and pMD-G (125 ng). The medium was changed between transfections and again 4 h after the second transfection. After collecting virus, transfected cells were trypsinized, collected, fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, washed with 1X phosphate-buffered saline and analyzed by flow cytometry to determine transfection efficiency by EGFP expression using an Accuri Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA). Supernatant was harvested 48 h post-transfection and syringe filtered through 0.45-μm filters. p24 ELISA was used to quantify virus produced and verify that there was no detectable difference in viral production among samples. Viral supernatant (50 or 100 μl) was added to fresh 293FT cells to determine infectivity. Infected cells were collected 48 h post-infection, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and analyzed on an Accuri Flow Cytometer to determine the percentage of infected (EGFP-positive) cells.

RESULTS

Identifying and characterizing individual evolutionary lineages within the SELEX populations

To efficiently extract a structure-based understanding of SELEX populations from HTS data, we developed an analysis pipeline that clusters, aligns and compares sequences based on patterns of conservation and covariance across multiple scales (Figure 1). We analyzed 5.6 million quality-filtered sequences from six populations of aptamers selected to bind HIV-1 RT. One of the populations, referred to here as ‘pre-enriched’, was previously selected by 11 rounds of capturing the bound complexes on nitrocellulose filters, followed by 3 rounds of capture by native gel electrophoretic mobility shift (2). This population was subjected to LTS and extensive biochemical follow-up of numerous pseudoknot inhibitors of RT (2,8,11,16,18), but repeat sampling of individual sequences was sparse among the 48 published, implying significant untapped diversity. The five additional aptamer populations analyzed here were generated in this work by subjecting the pre-enriched population to one additional round of SELEX on nitrocellulose filters at high ionic strength in the presence of competitor at varying stringency (see below).

Our analysis pipeline begins by grouping sequences of shared evolutionary lineage by identifying clusters of sequences that belong to the most abundant cluster and is the sequence that is from the pre-enriched population (pre). The rank order of the cluster to which they belong and sequences identified by the population to which they belong, we applied a nomenclature based on clustering, with sequences modified from depictions generated using R2R (32). Consensus secondary structures in Figure 3 were identified in CPAN (Bio::App::SELEX::RNAmotifAnalysis). To converge structures (Supplementary Text). Multigauge software (Fujifilm) and then normalized and plotted in Igor (WaveMetrics).

High-throughput sequencing and analysis pipeline

HTS data were obtained for six SELEX populations using a HiSeq2000 instrument (Illumina). Flanking sequences required for Illumina sequencing (including indexing sequences to allow the multiplexing of multiple populations in a single-sequencing run) were appended during two sequential PCR amplification steps using Pfu DNA Polymerase (Supplementary Text). Indexing was used to sequence multiple populations within a single lane, resulting in very low sequencing costs for this work; therefore, cost does not represent a barrier to HTS analysis at the level used in this work. Final amplified products from the six populations were pooled, loaded onto a single lane, bridge amplified and then run through 100 sequencing cycles. Illumina’s analysis software was used to generate fastq files with sequence calls and associated quality scores for >3 million raw sequence reads per population. Sequences were quality filtered down to ~1 million reads per population and then aligned, clustered and used to identify converged structures (Supplementary Text). Scripts associated with our analysis have been deposited in CPAN (Bio::App::SELEX::RNAmotifAnalysis). Consensus secondary structures in Figure 3 were modified from depictions generated using R2R (32).
sequences within a small edit distance of the most abundant sequence within the cluster. The edit distance is defined as the minimum number of substitutions, insertions and deletions required to convert one sequence into the other. Most clusters are dominated by a single sequence (Figure 2A), and the majority of the remaining reads belong to single point mutants of the dominant sequences, with the number of reads falling to zero with increasing edit distance (Figure 2B). On the basis of the rapid fall-off in the number of mutants observed as edit distance increases, we defined a cluster as the set of sequences that are fewer than seven edits from the dominant sequence in that cluster. Sequences within a given cluster are very likely related by descent given the sparse sampling of the >10^15 potential sequences (70 fully randomized positions = 4^70 possible combinations) in the original starting library of ~10^14 unique sequences. Most of the intra-cluster diversity is found among the double and triple mutants (Figure 2C). This diversity represents mutations accumulated through multiple rounds of amplification and acted on by selection, in addition to a contribution from randomly distributed variation due to sequencing errors and mutations that occurred during the final cycle of selection. For our analysis, we evaluated the 5000 most abundant clusters in each of the populations, encompassing >96% of all quality-filtered sequence reads within the populations (Figure 2D).

Covariance analysis of HTS data identifies structural motifs within the SELEX populations

Variation that evolved within clusters (divergence) and shared features between clusters (convergence) were both exploited to infer functional structural motifs. Sequences within clusters were aligned using Mafft (29), and then RNAalifold (30) was used to generate provisional secondary structure predictions based on conservation and covariance within the ~70 nucleotide variable region of individual clusters. The software Infernal (31) was used to generate initial covariance models (CMs) based on the provisional secondary structures and alignments. Infernal was then used to search all 5000 clusters to identify clusters that share significant structural and sequence features with those CMs. Those clusters were then aligned to the original CMs and used to generate new, refined CMs, which were again searched against the entire population of clusters. The process of searching and refinement was repeated for 10 rounds, at which point the number of clusters identified in successive rounds had plateaued (Supplementary Figure S1 and Supplementary Text). Searches with our final refined CMs revealed convergence on shared structural motifs, with large groups of clusters satisfying individual CMs.

Our analysis identified five distinct CM-based definitions of structural motifs within the populations—three classes of pseudoknots and two variations on a newly identified structural element—that account for approximately 97% of the 1.2 × 10^6 sequences within the top 5000 clusters in the pre-enriched HTS data set. Although pseudoknots are not explicitly predicted by the comparative sequence analysis tools used here, their presence is revealed by stem-specific CMs based on each of the two component stems that make up the pseudoknots (Supplementary Figure S1). The Family 1 Pseudoknot (F1Pk) motif identified here is essentially identical to the
dominant pseudoknot motif identified previously by LTS analysis (1,2). Its recurrence here served as a convenient control for validating our analysis. A second converged pseudoknot motif (F2Pk) was also identified by the CM searches, along with a circular permutation of F2Pk (F2PkcP). An additional conserved base pair is present in one of the stems of F2PkcP, potentially compensating for a loss of stabilization due to the altered connectivity of the stems in the permuted form (Figure 3A). Although previous LTS analysis noted the presence of potential pseudoknots that did not conform to the F1Pk consensus (2), the ‘Family 2’ classification in that work was based on an exclusive definition (i.e. ‘not F1Pk’), in contrast to the new inclusive definition described here (i.e. ‘satisfies a specific CM’). The F1Pk and F2Pk motifs are structurally very similar, and many clusters simultaneously satisfy the definitions of both motifs (Figure 3 and Supplementary Figure S2). Collectively, the pseudoknot motifs represent 93.8% of the pre-enriched population (Figure 3B). In addition to the pseudoknots, a previously unidentified asymmetric internal loop structure ((6/5)AL) that represents only 2.9% of the pre-enriched population was revealed by this analysis. A circular permutation of this structural element, the (6/5)ALcP motif, comprises 0.2% of the population and provides additional evidence for the functional significance of the predicted internal loop. Additional clusters that do not show clear evidence of converging on shared structures collectively comprise the remaining 3.1% of the pre-enriched population (Figure 3B), with the most abundant cluster among them representing 0.4% of the population.

Population dynamics under increasingly stringent selection pressure reveals relative potencies of aptamer inhibitors of RT

The relative fitnesses of sequences within the pre-enriched population were probed by carrying out an additional round of SELEX under conditions of increasing stringency. Before incubation with RT, a subtractive step was included to limit the prevalence of aptamers with affinity for nitrocellulose. The RNA population was then equilibrated with HIV-1 RT in a high ionic strength buffer (150 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl₂) to limit non-specific binding to the highly basic RT, and a fraction of the equilibrated sample was partitioned on a nitrocellulose filter to establish a pre-competition baseline of sequences bound to RT (the 0s population). A large molar excess of the high-affinity DNA aptamer R1T (14)

Figure 3. Consensus descriptions and distribution of the converged motifs identified through covariance analysis. (A) The consensus features of five converged motifs are shown. Sequence conservation within the context of the specified structures is color-coded as indicated in the figure. Three of the conserved motifs are structurally similar pseudoknots; note the shared ANAA loop feature. The remaining two motifs are circular permutations of a novel asymmetric loop structure. (B) The abundances of the five motifs within the pre-enriched population are shown. The overlapping fraction of sequences that simultaneously satisfy the closely related F1Pk and F2Pk motif definitions is indicated in orange.
was then added to the remaining sample to block the substrate binding cleft (15) and compete for RT binding with any RNA aptamers that dissociate from RT. Aptamers that remained bound were captured by partitioning the sample on nitrocellulose filters at 15, 60 and 240 s following addition of the DNA trap. Addition of the trap is expected to increase the fraction of the population represented by aptamers that dissociate slowly. In addition, the resulting reduction in overall protein-dependent retention on the nitrocellulose filter (Supplementary Figure S3) is also expected to favor those sequences that exhibit the greatest propensity for non-specific retention on nitrocellulose. To explicitly account for the differential RT-independent retention of the aptamers on the nitrocellulose filter, a fraction of the sample was partitioned on a nitrocellulose filter before the addition of any protein (NoRT) and then recovered and sequenced.

The F1Pk and F2Pk pseudoknot motifs that dominate the pre-enriched population decreased as a fraction of the population following the addition of trap, while the (6/5)AL and (6/5)ALcp motifs increased (Figure 4A). The most abundant representatives of these motifs (only one of which was present in the LTS data set) follow the same trend as their corresponding motifs with the exception of the F2Pkc motif (Figure 4B). Due to the high number of reads afforded by HTS, these observed changes in the number of sequence reads exceed the variation expected due to simple resampling and therefore likely reflect functional differences between the aptamers within the population (Supplementary Figure S4). To evaluate the functional significance of these changes in abundance, we tested the ability of these specific representative to inhibit RT. Consistent with their responses to trap, representatives of the two topologies of the (6/5)AL motif exhibited the strongest inhibition of DNA-dependent DNA polymerization (DDDP) by RT (Figure 4C). The F2Pkc motif’s most abundant representative also increased in relative abundance following the addition of trap, in spite of the observation that the F2Pkc representative exhibited only limited RT inhibition in DDDP assays (Figure 4C). This sequence’s relatively high abundance within the NoRT sample reveals that this increase reflects a higher level of protein-independent background binding to the filter and not a higher affinity for RT.

**Identifying the functional core of the (6/5)AL motif**

Both the (6/5)AL and (6/5)ALcp motifs utilize a portion of the 5′ constant region to form the structures identified by the CM searches. Stem 2 of the (6/5)AL motif is entirely contained within the variable region, whereas stem 1 usually includes pairing with the constant region, and this pattern is reversed for the (6/5)ALcp motif (Figure 3A). The HTS data reveal that stem 2 of (6/5)AL can be as short as 24 nt with as few as 8 bp and that stem 1 of (6/5)ALcp can be as short as 12 nt with as few as 3 bp. To determine whether these patterns reflect physical constraints, DDDP inhibition assays were carried...
out using a series of increasingly aggressive truncations of the (6/5)AL sequence 240.1.1 (see Materials and Methods for sequence nomenclature). Truncations in which stem 1 was shortened to 6 bp retained strong RT inhibition, as did truncations in which stem 2 was truncated to 10 bp, but truncating stem 2 to only 6 bp resulted in the loss of RT inhibition by the aptamer (Figure 5A and Supplementary Figure S5). These results verify that the (6/5)AL motif represents the functionally relevant structure within the full-length aptamers.

HTS provides the sequencing depth necessary to define details of motifs that extend beyond a simple consensus. A simple consensus description of the (6/5)AL motif includes internal loops of the sequence ARCGUY/RARAC. Although 16 sequence combinations fit this description, only a small subset of those 16 are observed (Table 1). The most frequently observed loop is designated (6a/5a)AL, in which the 6 nt element ‘6a’ is AACGUU and the 5 nt element ‘5a’ is GAAAC. The second most abundant loop (6b/5b)AL uses the combination AGCGUC and AAGAC to form the loop, and this is the dominant combination in the (6/5)ALcp. Together these two combinations account for 98.6% of all (6/5)AL reads in the 240s population. The 6a element is observed in 50 of the 129 (6/5)AL clusters and the 5b element in 65 of

Table 1. Relative abundance of (6/5)AL variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>%AL 240s</th>
<th>%AL 0s</th>
<th>%AL NoRU</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>aACGUU</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>0.076</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aGCGUC</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aACGUC</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>0.074</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aACGUG</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aACGUA</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aACGU</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aGACU</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aAAC</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aGC</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aCA</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Combinations of 6 and 5 nt sequences observed in the (6/5)AL motif. The top row lists the sequences observed on the 6 nt side of the loop and the first column lists the sequences observed on the 5 nt side of the loop. The percentage of (6/5)AL reads belonging to clusters that have a given 6 and 5 combination are indicated in the table. Only those combinations that appear in the dominant sequence of clusters are represented by >10 reads shown.
the clusters. Therefore, the absence of any cluster in which 6a is found in combination with 5b is meaningful. In fact, both of the chimeras (6a/5b)AL and (6b/5a)AL are conspicuously absent from the sequenced populations (Table 1). To determine the biochemical significance of this observation, we generated a 49 nt versions of the (6/5)AL with these four loops inserted modularly between two perfectly base-paired stems. The (6a/5a) and (6b/5b) combinations potently inhibited RT (Figure 5B), whereas the chimeric (6a/5b) and (6b/5a) combinations exhibited dramatically less inhibition (Figure 5C) consistent with their absence from the sequencing data. Thus, HTS analysis provides a means of inferring details of the functional requirements of the motifs present in a complex aptamer population that extend beyond identifying simple consensus features.

Intracluster dynamics across multiple populations represents a level of resolution that is essentially invisible to LTS data sets and that has been strikingly underexploited for HTS data sets. For example, within cluster 240.1, specific sequences are less enriched than the majority of sequences within that cluster in response to the addition of trap. These sequences display variation either within or immediately adjacent to the conserved loop, indicating that these variations are at a selective disadvantage. In contrast, sequences that exhibit average levels of enrichment generally vary from the dominant sequence far outside the conserved loop (Figure 5D and E and Supplementary Figure S6), thus reinforcing the functional significance of this loop.

Critical insight into aptamer function from explicitly addressing target-independent contributions to survival

Further insight into the functional requirements of the (6/5)AL and (6/5)ALcp motifs was revealed by examining the relative abundances of individual clusters that make up the motif across multiple populations. Variation within the (6/5)AL motif was examined by plotting the fractional abundance of sequences within the 0s population (X-axis) against their fractional abundance in the 240s populations (Y-axis) such that sequences above the diagonal are enriched relative to the population as a whole following the addition of trap. Importantly, the contribution of background nitrocellulose binding was also examined by using a color code to display on the graph the sequence abundance in the NoRT (target independent) population relative to the sequence abundance in the 0s population (Figure 5D). Clusters 240.1 and 240.33 are the most abundant representatives of the (6a/5a) and (6b/5b) loop combinations in the 240s population, respectively. Both clusters increase in abundance to approximately the same extent in response to trap. However, the target-independent background binding of cluster 240.33 in the NoRT populations is less than that of cluster 240.1 as exemplified by the most abundant sequences within each cluster (240.33.1 and 240.1.1, respectively) (Figure 5D). Therefore, the trap-dependent enrichment for cluster 240.33 appears to have a smaller background component than that of cluster 240.1, with a larger component derived from association with RT. Thus, the slightly better RT inhibition observed for sequences with the (6b/5b) combination in DDDP assays (Figures 4C and 5B) and the significantly better inhibition in cell-based assays (see following paragraph) reflect the larger contribution of RT binding to their fitness as predicted by the inter-cluster comparison of abundance. As an additional example of the importance of explicitly monitoring target-independent enrichment, when three point mutants that exhibit limited or no enrichment within cluster 240.1 (C9U, U11C and A39G) were tested for inhibition in the context of the 49 nt versions of the (6/5)AL, they were less inhibitory in DDDP assays than the dominant loop sequence (Figure 5E), but the mutant A39G exhibited only a slight loss of inhibition despite being the least enriched of the three mutants. Examining the NoRT population revealed that the protein-independent, background binding of the C9U and U11C mutants was significantly higher than that of the A39G mutant and the parental sequence, indicating that survival of the C9U and U11C point mutants was based primarily on nitrocellulose binding and not affinity for RT, even though they differ by only one mutation from an otherwise high-affinity (6a/5a)AL aptamer. Therefore, direct sequencing of a target-independent population is critical to interpreting enrichment in the face of increasing selection pressure and ultimately in predicting the functionality of specific sequence variants.

Population dynamics and biochemical inhibition of RT predict relative potency of HIV-1 suppression

We recently developed an aptamer expression cassette that reliably delivers bioactive aptamers to mammalian cells for inhibition of single-cycle virus pseudotyped with glycoprotein from vesicular stomatitis virus via transient transfection (18). The viral genome carries the gene for EGFP, which is expressed in infected cells whenever the viral genome is copied into dsDNA. Inhibition of reverse transcription during infection can therefore be measured by a loss of fluorescence in the target cells. We used this assay to evaluate viral inhibition by the most abundant aptamers for each of the five converged motifs analyzed in the DDDP assays (Figure 6A). Importantly, the two circular permutations of the new (6/5)AL motif [a (6a/5a)AL sequence (240.1.1) and a (6b/5b)ALcp sequence (240.88.1)] show the strongest inhibition in both biochemical and cell-based assays (although the inhibition of 240.1.1 is within error of 240.5.1 in the cell-based assays). This overall trend is consistent with the motif’s positive response to increased selection pressure. Further, comparison across the populations reveals that collectively the (6b/5b) combination is the only combination observed within the (6/5)AL that both increases in fractional abundance in response to addition of trap and is less abundant in the NoRT population than in the 0s population (Table 1). Therefore, the (6b/5b) combination exhibits the most unambiguously positive signature of sequence abundance across populations with respect to the desired phenotype. Consistent with this observation, the 240.88.1 sequence that contains the (6b/5b)
combination is unambiguously better at inhibiting viral replication in cell culture than all other aptamers tested in this study (Figure 6) and previous work (18) (data not shown). Overall, we observe a statistically significant correlation between the potency of viral inhibition observed in the cell-based assay (both 50 and 100 μl viral supernatant) and the inhibition of enzymatic activity observed in the biochemical DDDP assays (r = 0.94 and 0.96; for five points, r = 0.934 is statistically significant at the 98% level) (Figure 6B). The functional inferences derived from comparative sequence analysis of the SELEX populations are therefore relevant in both biochemical and cellular contexts.

DISCUSSION

By comparing HTS data across multiple scales (within clusters, among clusters, and between populations), we identified and characterized the (6/5)AL motif as a new, highly potent aptamer inhibitor that blocks primer extension by the RT of HIV-1 in vitro and that blocks viral replication of HIV-1 in cell culture. This element inhibits RT more potently than the previously characterized pseudoknots and inhibits HIV-1 replication more effectively when expressed in virus-producing cells. The HTS analysis identified an especially potent and very rare (0.4% of the pre-enriched population) variant of the (6/5)AL motif [the (6b/5b)AL] (Figure 6) and provided a detailed description of this motif. Importantly, this description included a statistically meaningful absence of non-functional sequence combinations that otherwise satisfy a more simplistic consensus description (Table 1). The HTS analysis also enabled an inclusive definition of the F2Pk motif to describe pseudoknots that deviate from the previously identified F1Pk definition (1, 2). Thus, the high-resolution perspective afforded by HTS data sets reveals features of selected aptamer populations that can be otherwise overlooked, and accelerates the discovery, refinement and prioritization of aptamers for gene therapy and molecular virology applications.

Inference of functional structures through comparative sequence analysis is a powerful tool that has been applied since the earliest structural studies of RNA (33). The strength of the inferences increases with the diversity and population size of the functionally related sequences under evaluation. Mutations that accumulate during SELEX result in divergent evolution that reflects selection pressure acting on a collection of closely related sequences. At the same time, shared selection pressures experienced by a SELEX population frequently result in convergence among sequences from independent lineages on a shared structure. Both of these features can be exploited to infer functional structures through comparative sequence analysis; however, these features have been strikingly underutilized in prior HTS analysis of aptamer populations. In this work, initial structural inferences derived from individual clusters were used to generate preliminary secondary structure predictions, and subsequent comparisons across multiple clusters using CMs derived from these preliminary predictions ultimately identified the functional secondary structures present in the populations.

Higher-order structural features can be inferred from the HTS data

For the pseudoknots, a loop containing the sequence ANAA is a consensus feature shared by the three pseudoknot motifs (Figure 3A). In the crystal structure of a complex between RT and a pseudoknot aptamer conforming to the F1Pk motif definition, the ANAA loop forms a triple-stranded interaction in the minor groove of the conserved UCCG:CGGG stem (9). By extension, a homologous intramolecular minor groove interaction is predicted to be a feature of the F1Pk, F2Pk and F2Pkcps motifs (Supplementary Figure S7). The presence of a shared minor groove interaction would imply that these pseudoknots bind RT in the same global orientation, with functional differences arising from the differences in stem 2. This is consistent with the prior observations of functional differences between pseudoknot aptamers that conform to the F1Pk motif and those that do not (11). F1Pk aptamers are much less potent inhibitors of RT from HIV-1 subtype A than pseudoknot aptamers that do not conform to the F1Pk motif, and sensitivity to the amino acid identity at this position was shown to be a consequence of the R277K polymorphism (11). Position 277 contacts stem 2 in the crystal structure of the F1Pk (9). For the circularly permuted pseudoknots, the
position of the break in connectivity is also consistent with a common orientation for all the pseudoknots. We do not observe a circular permutation that introduces a break in the conserved ANAA sequence nor in the single-stranded region that contacts RT in this model, but rather we observe a permutation that introduces a break in a highly variable region that does not contact RT in the corresponding F1Pk-RT co-crystal structure.

For the newly identified (6/5)AL motif, a structural bioinformatics search using the software JAR3D (34) identified multiple asymmetric loops of the same size and related sequence composition as the (6/5)AL internal loop within functionally unrelated reference RNAs. Within those reference structures, the positions equivalent to G10, U11 and A39 in the truncated (6/5)AL construct form a base triple (Figure 7). The dramatic loss of activity observed for the U11C mutant (Figure 5E) is consistent with the formation of an analogous base triple in the (6/5)AL motif.

Progressively increasing the competition for target binding is a common strategy in SELEX experiments that is intended to favor survival of the highest affinity aptamers within the population; however, this approach also runs the risk of magnifying target-independent contributions to survival. Although alternating the partitioning method and including target-independent subtractive steps can reduce this risk, aptamer sequences that bind to the target will nevertheless display varying degrees of target-independent retention that will contribute to their relative abundances in the final selected populations, as we observe here. This variation can be explicitly accounted for by directly sequencing a target-independent population (NoRT). This type of sequencing-based accounting is almost never undertaken for analysis of SELEX populations and before the emergence of HTS techniques would have likely been of limited utility given the limited statistical strength associated with LTS data sets (Supplementary Figure S4). When the stringency of the RT-binding selection was increased by raising the ionic strength and by the addition of a non-amplifiable molecular trap, the population became enriched in aptamers that form a highly stable complex with the molecular target and/or exhibit above average target-independent retention. With respect to the desired phenotype, this combination of factors favored both the best (e.g. 240.88.1) and the worst (e.g. 240.94.1) aptamers in the population at the expense of those aptamers of intermediate quality (e.g. 240.3.1). This same trend was also observed among point mutants within individual clusters. For example, the strong inhibitor 240.1.1 and the very weak inhibitors 240.1.143 and 240.1.149 all out-compete the intermediate inhibitor 240.1.173 (Figure 5). Importantly, this intracluster comparison reveals that enrichment of sequences exhibiting target-independent binding required only a single point mutation of an otherwise desirable aptamer sequence. Therefore, the potential for target-independent contributions to survival should be considered a persistent danger during a selection, which can readily re-emerge following even the most effective subtractive steps through a single point mutation of a desirable aptamer sequence. Here, target-independent contributions persisted in spite of the fact that the selection strategy included switching partitioning methods from filter binding in rounds 1–11 to native PAGE mobility shift in rounds 12–14 and included a subtractive step to remove filter binding sequences in the final 15th round of selection.

It is clear that sheer abundance in the final population of a SELEX experiment does not adequately correlate with desired phenotype, which can be instead more accurately predicted based on population dynamics observed in response to increased competition, coupled with a critically important explicit assessment of target-independent survival. Here, this approach more accurately predicted the patterns of inhibition observed in both DDP assays of enzymatic activity and cell-based assays of viral replication among the structural motifs that bind HIV RT. Target-independent contributions to survival discussed above, the high occurrence of simple motifs relative to more complex ones in random sequence space (35,36) and preferential amplification of specific sequences

Figure 7. Inference of higher-order structural features of the (6/5)AL motif. The consensus description of the (6/5)AL motif is shown along with the sequence of a similar loop from the 23S rRNA and a base triple interaction observed in the crystal structure of the 23S rRNA. The position of a potential homologous base triple in the (6/5)AL motif is shaded in gray.
all contribute to the poor correlation between desired phenotype and abundance. The dominant F1Pk represents a simple motif with the relatively limited sequence constraints of four highly conserved bp, 3–4 generic bp, and loops with few conserved positions. In contrast, the less abundant but more potent (6/5)AL is more constrained, requiring approximately 10–12 largely conserved bp and one of a limited combination of sequences within the 11 nt asymmetric internal loop. Therefore, RNA strands carrying the simple pseudoknots are expected to have been 103–106-fold more abundant in the starting random population than those carrying either topology of the (6/5)AL motif, consistent with the dominance of the F1Pk motif in these populations.

The high-resolution view of population dynamics described here is readily achieved through comparative analysis of HTS data sets and is largely impossible with LTS data. Overall, this work demonstrates that HTS comparative sequence analysis across closely related populations enhances the capacity to infer aptamer structure and function, which can be extended to a cellular environment, and ultimately increase the efficiency and efficacy of the post-SELEX development of aptamers.
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